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Bitcoin & ALT Coin Model Portfolio Report – PDF Report #013    
 

Copyright Act (17 U.S.C):  This document is copyright protected. Never distribute, reproduce, share (including by electronic means), any and all of 

this data. It is prohibited and against the law. Report any unauthorised distribution to your local authorities or to us.  

 

3 July 2021 
  

Welcome 
 

Congratulations in taking the first step in downloading this Model Portfolio Report. We hope you find value in this report during your 

cryptocurrency journey of success as we explain what the average portfolio should look like in terms of diversity and potential growth. 

Nothing in this report should be considered as financial advice and it is merely to give you an idea of how you could implement or use 

this report and the suggested Model Portfolio, to your own advantage. We will also show you which products could best fit your style 

of trading to achieve your goals and ultimately have the optimal chance to make potential generational wealth for your family and loved 

ones. You must consult your own financial advisor while this report should be regarded as educational content. 

 

About Bitcoin Trend and Forecast 

 

Bitcoin Trend and Forecast has been providing cryptocurrency analysis for 6 years now. We are one of the fastest growing 

Cryptocurrency memberships in the world. We say this with gratitude while our analysts have grown form one person to a dedicated 

analysts and administration team supporting people from all walks of life around the world. Our products have grown from a simple 

single page Bitcoin PDF Report to dedicated cryptocurrency products to fit each individuals’ need, whatever this may be. Our 

Cryptocurrency training course/s are world class, self-developed. We provide a lucrative Affiliate system where we share the sales of 

our products with you. 

  

You may want to create your own affiliate link here and use the sponsor Bitcoin. https://bitcointaf.com/Bitcoin 

 

Marius Landman is the Founder of Bitcoin Trend and Forecast and have developed a proprietary cryptocurrency algorithm based upon 

the Bayesian Algorithm Model, Palindromic data analysis and Algorithm Gamma Statistics. Don’t worry if you do not understand this 

language because we have simplified all the data for you in a clear chart analysis (sample shown here below this paragraph). All you need 

to do is to follow the Bayesian Algorithm (only one in the world), you trade the uptrend or downtrend and as per the charts indicated 

in the simple to read PDF format. When the Bayesian Algorithm shows markets are moving up, then it means in general all 

cryptocurrencies are going upwards. We then also provide analysis on each ALT coin, Defi, NFT or token we follow. We make it easy 

for you to follow the charts. We also rely on you to use our data as a guideline and have some form of savviness, which we know you 

already have, thus the reason you downloaded this report. Get it! 

 

You can read more about the world-renowned Oil & Gas expert Marius Landman link here 

 

Sample of the Bayesian Algorithm: Time Machine that predicts the future. 

 
Sample of the Gamma Statistics Predictive Algorithm. 
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The Model Portfolio > 75% - 20% - 5% (suggested) 
 

I am going to explain the Model Portfolio here and then I will give you the product solutions you need to use to achieve your goals. 

Let’s get into it straight away. Note, if you need to understand the difference between ALT coins, Defi, NFTs and Tokens then go to 

the last pages of this report as we give you a brief description of these cryptocurrencies.  

 

Start with a 24-month plan in mind and *case study: $10,000 (just using an average) 
 

The three portfolios within the Model Portfolio are: 

1. #TenFingers Portfolio > around 75% 

2. #TwoPalms Portfolio > 20% 

3. #RandomBagHolders Portfolio > around 5% 

 

In this *case study, during a downtrend, an investor has full control over the crypto count. The investor wants to increase for 

example 100 Litecoin into 120 Litecoin and so on. Nobody has control over the US$, so forget about the value of the US$ for now 

and focus on increasing the crypto count. The $ value will take care of itself over the next 24 months as inflation (everything is about 

to get more expensive), world events, a pandemic or more health scares, crypto adoption and fiat currency devaluation forms the 

perfect storm to take Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies upwards and some cryptocurrencies is set to go up thousands of percent over the 

next few years.  

 

In an uptrend, we make $ value. You need to understand the two differences in market cycles and we are taking the position that you 

have some form of understanding of market cycles, while reading this Model Portfolio. There is a perfect storm coming and as of 

today that storm is yet to form and we should see a move which we named #Catapult3, that will take cryptocurrencies way upwards. 

And yes, this upwards cycle that is occurring right now, is not even the #Catapult #3, I am referring to right now. 

 

1. #TenFingers Portfolio 75% - 100% 

 

▪ The #TheFingers Portfolio is a longer term buy and hold position. Normally trades are between 30 – 180 days but in general, 

when gains are made, one should consider limiting exposure to risk by exiting positions. Again, please note nothing in this 

report must be taken as financial advice.  

 

In this case, we select 1 or 2 coins (thumbs) to actively trade by buying low selling high: > repeat the process as many times 

possible. We are using #LTC and #BCH (you may choose your own coins; they must be fast movers). Choose two coins you 

are familiar with and those coins are the ones you will study, learn and know everything about. They are the two thumbs, left 

and right thumb. 

 

▪ From farming (buy low sell high), and following our daily Blog Posts, Bitcoin reports, weekly live Zoom calls, add the 

gains/profits made to the #TwoPalms and #RandomBagHolders below as explained on the next pages. 

 

▪ You can also add gains/profits to the other #TenFingers (below) but ensure your overall Model Portfolio stays at 75% - 20% - 

5%. In this case, the other coins are ETH XRP EOS BSV BTC NEO DGB. You can choose your own major top 9 coins. 

 

▪ In this case study we will have the #TenFingers spread out randomly as shown in percentages LTC 20%; ETH 12%; XRP 13%; 

and so forth. 

▪ The #TenFingers Portfolio should not have more than 9 coins, preferably 5 with one being CASH (always hold a bit of cash). 

 

Left hand fingers Right hand fingers 

Coin 1 Coin 2 Coin 3 Coin 4 Coin 5 Coin 6 Coin 7 Coin 8 Coin 9 Coin 10 

Thumb Index Middle Ring Pinky Pinky Ring Middle Index Thumb 

Actively trade 

Actively accumulating 

Use two coins to actively farm 

#LTC         #BCH 

 #ETH #XRP #EOS #BSV Cash #BTC #NEO #DGB  

<20% <12% <13% <4% <9% 5-10% <6% <4% <8% <20% 

 

Let’s move on to the #TwoPlams Portfolio 
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2. #TwoPalms Portfolio 20% 

 

▪ Select a number of coins, no more than 10 long term coins (prefer less than 5). 

▪ Plan to hold long term (>24 months) and sell, exit/limit exposure at major drops and algorithmic cycle points. You will need 

to follow the Daily Blog Posts, Bitcoin reports as this will give you clear direction on how to play the market.  

▪ We have taken the guesswork out for you and made it so simple to understand. If you then have further questions, attend 

the weekly live Zoom calls and come and ask your questions.  

▪ You can also arrange a private Zoom call with our team click here  

▪ The Bitcoin & ALT reports, videos and live weekly Zoom calls we produce will identify all major drops long before it is due. 

 

Left palm Right palm 

Add profits made from trading the two thumbs into these coins below and actively increase crypto count 

#LINK #THETA #BNB #QTUM #DASH #ZEC #PPT #PIVX #OMG #IOTA 

#ICX #ETC #CND #ADA #XTZ #BAT #ARK #AdEx #POE other 

 

 

 

3. #RandomBagHolders Portfolio 5%-10% 

 

▪ Choose your top 5 to 10 small cap big gains but RandomBagHolders 

▪ Keep for >24 months (long term) and add to these positions from profits farming/trading #TwoThumbs 

▪ Only sell or exit or limit exposure at major algorithmic cycle drop points 

▪ Pay attention to the Daily Blog Posts and new Bitcoin Reports as they will add tremendous value guiding you.  

 

Long Term Bag Holders >24 months 

Add profits made from trading the two thumbs into these coins below and actively increase crypto count 

#WAX #STRAT #TRX #WTC #RDD #FUN #BTS #QSP #AGI #STEEM 

$100 – 

$500 

$200- 

$300 

$150 $100 – 

$500 

$150- 

$400 

$150 – 

$400 

$200 – 

$300 

$100 – 

$300 

$200 – 

$500 

$100 – 

$500 

 

 

Let’s move on to The Products – see next page 
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The Products  
 

We recommend you become a subscriber and get the full information on how to trade and become successful. Almost 90% of all 

Cryptocurrency investors lose money and their portfolios dwindle slowly to zero. You’ve heard the story of most people who did 

not sell their Bitcoin when it hit $20,000 and, in some cases, if a Bitcoin investor had $100,000 their portfolio dwindled back to $2000 

or even lower. 

 

Right before the high of 17 December 2020 we called the incoming HIGH for Bitcoin and warned our members around the world to 

sell Bitcoin at $19500. Click here to see the report from 5 December 2017 

 

Here is a snapshot of the products we have to help you succeed. To be successful in using the Model Portfolio mentioned in this 

report, you can utilise a number of Subscriptions here below. They all will form the perfect subscription for you to maximise gains 

and grow your Model Portfolio. We also recommend you take advantage of the training courses. There are two types of Tarining 

Courses and they are: 

 

1. Day Trade Self Pace Training Course video modules link here or  

2. The live Scalp Trade Hodlnots trading course with Wendy Landman and her team of professionals link here  

 

 

Start with 1. Long Term Trade Reports, plus 2. #SmallCapBigGains and then work your way up to ad Scalp and Day trade. 

To see a more detailed explanation of the products click here  

 

 

 
 

 

We hope this free Bitcoin Trend and Forecast Model Portfolio will help you tremendously and we are looking forward seeing you on 

one of the live weekly Zoom calls.   

 

 

 

Marius Landman  

Founder Bitcoin Trend and Forecast  

 

 

In below pages I will explain to you what ALT coins, Defi, NFT and tokens are (why we focus on these assets), just a quick simple 

explanation and also give you an example of what our report charts look like. I will use Bitcoin as an example.  
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Why focus on Small Caps, NFT’s and Defi coins? 

With so much going on in the Small Cap, Defi, and NFT space it can be overwhelming keeping up with all the news, trends and movement in this 

rapidly growing sector.  Small Caps, NFT’s and Defi coins make up 7.1% of the overall cryptocurrency market with a combined market cap of $104B 

this category of coins represents some of the most exciting and fastest growing projects in the crypto space.   

At Bitcoins Trend & Forecast we’ve created this specialized report to allow our analysists the opportunity to focus on this important and growing 

category.  In addition to providing the top 20 coins we will also bring you new projects we believe have merit and market potential that will give you 

an early lead.  

What are Non-Fungible Tokens 

Non-fungible tokens (NFT) are digital assets that represent a wide range of unique tangible and intangible items, from collectible sports cards to 

virtual real estate, and even digital sneakers and works of art. 

One of the main benefits of owning a digital collectible versus a physical collectible like a Pokemon card or rare minted coin is that each NFT 

contains distinguishing information that makes it both distinct from any other NFT and easily verifiable. This makes the creation and circulation of 

fake collectibles pointless because each item can be traced back to the original issuer. 

Unlike regular cryptocurrencies, NFTs cannot be directly exchanged with one another. This is because no two NFTs are identical – even those that 

exist on the same platform, game or in the same collection. Think of them as festival tickets. Each ticket contains specific information including the 

purchaser’s name, the date of the event and the venue. This data makes it impossible for festival tickets to be traded with one another. 

The vast majority of NFT tokens were built using one of two Ethereum token standards (ERC-721 and ERC-1155) – blueprints created by Ethereum 

that enable software developers to easily deploy NFTs and ensure they’re compatible with the broader ecosystem, including exchanges and wallet 

services like MetaMask and MyEtherWallet. Eos, Neo and Tron have also released their own NFT token standards to encourage developers to build 

and host NFTs on their blockchain networks.  

NFTs have become hugely popular with crypto users and companies alike because of the way they revolutionized the gaming and collectibles space. 

Since November 2017, there has been a total of $174M spent on NFTs. 

What are Defi’s 

DeFi is short for “decentralized finance,” an umbrella term for a variety of financial applications in cryptocurrency or blockchain geared toward 

disrupting financial intermediaries.  

DeFi draws inspiration from blockchain, the technology behind the digital currency bitcoin, which allows several entities to hold a copy of a history 

of transactions, meaning it isn’t controlled by a single, central source. That’s important because centralized systems and human gatekeepers can limit 

the speed and sophistication of transactions while offering users less direct control over their money. DeFi is distinct because it expands the use of 

blockchain from simple value transfer to more complex financial use cases. 

Bitcoin and many other digital-native assets stand out from legacy digital payment methods, such as those run by Visa and PayPal, in that they remove 

all middlemen from transactions. When you pay with a credit card for coffee at a cafe, a financial institution sits between you and the business, with 

control over the transaction, retaining the authority to stop or pause it and record it in its private ledger. With bitcoin, those institutions are cut out 

of the picture. 

Small Cap Coins 

Small Cap Coins by definition are any one of the roughly 70 coins that fall outside of the top 10 market cap coins.  The total volume generated by 

this category is $56B.  Small Caps include but are not limited to Defi, NFT’s, ERC20 coins, etc. 
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Example of a Bitcoin Chart (we provide charts for over 40 coins and more. 

 

1. Bitcoin #BTC 

 

1. Bitcoin #BTC: Bitcoin created a high on 8 January 2021 at $42,000. From here it formed a near perfect Bullish Pennant on the 

red FIB circle resistance point and broke upwards out of the Bullish Pennant through resistance into a high $48,700. From here a 

second smaller bullish pennant (or Ascending Triangle) has formed and pushed Bitcoin higher into $57,800. Cardano (ADA) is still 

ahead of Bitcoin and have already broken out of the outer red FIB channel. Bitcoin is due to follow the price action and direction 

of ADA higher. BTC has the ability to spike at any time. 

> The most likely next target for Bitcoin should be $67499 as indicated in the chart below 

> The two black arrows indicate where BTC is in terms of the Bullish Pennant break out upwards or repeating pattern discussed 

in ETH 

 
Back to page 1 
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SUPPORT AND GENERAL INFORMATION  

 
Long Term Trade Reports (this report, Marius Landman’s Algorithm), offer in combination three different types of trading options. 

These trade options include: 

- Long Term Trade reports – buy low and exit 

high, take profits > link here > see 1A. Long 

Term Trade Reports 

- Small Cap Big Gains Report > this is a dedicated 

Defi, NFT and small caps report link here > see 

1B. Small Caps Big Gains 

- Short term Scalp Trades (HODLNOTS) – short 

5 minute to 4-hour trades 

- Day Trade Signals which are 1-3-day trade 

events  

 

Under the umbrella of Long-Term Trade Reports (Marius 

Landman), the same algorithm applies to #HODLNOTS 

and #TrendSig Day Trade Signals. Find these products at 

https://www.mariuslandman.com/get-membership.html 

>select HODLNOTS and TrendSig.  
 

 

1. Limit Exposure or exit points 

- The term limit exposure means a trader could exit with 10%, or 20%, or 30% depending on the setup of the trader. The 

trader then sells higher and buys in lower.  

- By law we cannot give financial advice, cannot tell you when to buy or sell, nor can we entice you to buy or sell. Use this 

report as a guideline for training and education purposes.  

 

2. Save THETA Tokens here: https://wallet.thetatoken.org/unlock/keystore-file 

 

3. Get your free Affiliate link, tell a few people about us and your membership is free: https://bitcointaf.com/Bitcoin 

 

4. Exchanges to use worldwide: 

 

1. Binance: TOP 1 – Binance.com  

2. Bitfinex: TOP 2 – Bitfinex.com  

3. Setup FTX account link here – FTX.com (trade i.e., ETH BEAR) 

4. Caleb & Brown – sign up here: CalebBrown.com 

 

5. Ledger Nano-S or Ledger-Bluetooth for Hardware Security & storage of coins 

o Click this link to purchase your Ledger Nano – LedgerNano.com 

 

6. Private Premium Members Telegram Channel Message Board (Subscribers only): 

o All Premium Members have access: https://t.me/BitcoinTrendandForecast 

 

7. Premium Membership and Webinar Access: 

o Subscribe here to get access to new reports: MariusLandman.com   

 

8. Follow us on Social Media:  

1. Bitcoin Trend & Forecast Facebook Group: Facebook 

2. Telegram for Premium Members see website 

3. Telegram Public https://t.me/MariusLandmanPublic 

4. Public YouTube Channel: YouTube  

5. Marius Landman on LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariuslandman/ 

 

 

Contact use via email: Bitcoin Trend & Forecast 
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Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report.  Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports (collectively, “Website 
Material”) are strictly the opinions of Marius Landman, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed as recommendations to buy or sell any assets 
to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk.  You must not rely on any information contained within Bitcoin Trend & Forecast to 
make any financial decisions. As you deem appropriate, you are encouraged to consult a financial advisor licensed by regulatory agencies in your legal jurisdiction. Mr. Landman (to include any member of his team) is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities 
Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes. 
Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.  
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*Legal & Disclaimer 
All data and information in this report is fully copyright protected, and it is illegal for you to make any part of this report “public” or to circulate it to anyone in any 

manner.  Further, in no event will Marius Landman and/or Bitcoin Trend and Forecast be liable to you for any claimed damages based upon your reliance of the information 
in this report or anywhere on the Bitcoin Trend and Forecast website, and accordingly, you waive all rights to pursue any legal action against Marius Landman and/or 
Bitcoin Trend and Forecast. 

 
This report does not constitute financial advice, and you should not rely on this data to buy and sell any assets, to include cryptocurrency.  You must conduct and rely 
upon your own independent research.  The cryptocurrency market can be highly volatile, and therefore, investing in or trading cryptocurrencies is risky.  The decision 

to invest any capital into such currencies is your sole decision. Any services provided in connection with cryptocurrencies or their exchanges are not subject to the 
Australian Financial Services Licence regime. Moreover, many digital currencies are not considered financial products, and Australian digital currency exchanges are not 
typically subject to capital regulation.   

 
If you use this report in any country or any jurisdiction, to include Australia, you do so at your own risk.  We are not licensed financial, legal or tax advisors in any 
jurisdiction; and therefore, we are not providing financial, legal, or tax advice regarding any asset.  If you seek such advice, you must consult your own licensed professionals. 

 
Any mention or discussion of cryptocurrency or their exchanges is not financial product advice. Where we compare cryptocurrencies to financial products (attempting 
to exclude such comparisons), any financial product information is strictly our opinion only.  Any information on this website, to include documents/reports, have been 
prepared without taking into account your purposes, financial situation and/or your needs, goals and strategies.   You should evaluate whether this information is 

appropriate for you, in light of your purposes, financial situation and/or needs.  
 
It is our opinion that the data contained herein is reliable; however, we make no representations, warranties or guarantees as to its accuracy or completeness. The 

financial products (if any) and other assets or commodities discussed within this report may not be suitable for all investors.  This report is provided for informational 
purpose only. It is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading idea or plan. Any information 
contained within this report must be viewed as our opinion only and not as financial advice or investment recommendations.  You must make your own informed 

investment decisions and seek professional investment advice as you deem appropriate. 
 
Prices and availability of financial instruments are subject to change without notice, and investment transactions can lead to losses because of price fluctuations, extreme 

volatility and other major unforeseen influences.  
 
Safe Zone Entry and Exit figures are Mr. Landman’s own personal buy and sell zones, and in no way is Mr. Landman suggesting you follow his exit and entry points. 
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